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   XMA NAMED #1 BEST COMPANY TO WORK FOR BY BUSINESS NH MAGAZINE 

 
(Manchester, NH | September 5, 2023) – XMA Corporation is pleased to announce that they have been named the 
#1 Best Company to Work for by Business NH Magazine. Business NH Magazine recognizes the best employers in the 

state and shares how they go above and beyond when it comes to attracting and retaining employees, while creating a 
positive work environment. 
 
XMA is known for their industry leading work in the design and manufacture of hardware used in the space, cryogenic, 

telecommunications and test and measurement markets. Being named the Best Company to Work For by Business NH 
Magazine reflects each and every hard-working team member. 
 

XMA recognizes that their commitment to their team goes beyond the standard benefits of competitive pay, 401k plans, 
student loan reimbursement, comprehensive healthcare plans, paid time off, and employee events. It's about genuinely 
understanding each individual, meeting them where they are in their journey, recognizing what drives them, and 
discovering how to ignite their passion and potential to reach their own unique pinnacle of success. This personalized 

approach sets XMA apart from the rest.  
 
According to Marc Smith, President and CEO of XMA, “We believe that by fostering a deep connection with our team 
members, we not only enhance their professional growth but also create a thriving work environment that sets the stage 

for collective success.” 
 
To learn more about Business NH Magazine’s Best Companies to Work For competition, visit their website. 

 
About XMA Corporation  
 
XMA Corporation is the world leader in interconnected technologies for passive RF solutions.  With a commitment to 

quality and a progressive focus on cryogenic, high frequency, and space qualified products, XMA is signaling the future of 

innovative manufacturing in the United States.  For more information on XMA Corporation, visit https://xmacorp.com/. 
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